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Just over three weeks after the arrival of Soviet troops in Budapest to remove the revolutionary government of Imre Nagy in November 1956, the party newspaper for the industrial county of Komárom-Esztergom, announced to local miners that “the workers’ councils (the revolutionary organs in the factories) had been given responsibility for the economic life of the country”. In negotiations with the new Soviet-imposed government of János Kádár, the authorities signalled a willingness to make marked concessions the demands of miners, a key group within the workforce of the county. The “restoration of certain old privileges” like “the annual coal entitlement, rent-free accommodation and lighting, the re-integration of factories that had belonged to the mining enterprises with the mines” and “an expansion in family house-building” featured on the agenda of such discussions. Talk of such concessions occurred against the background of a miners’ strike that supported the political goals of the Revolution and which paralysed the Hungarian economy. In Tatabánya, the centre of the largest of the county’s two coal fields, the Revolution had been ignited by a combination of a sympathy strike of the city’s bus drivers with the demonstrators in Budapest and a major demonstration led by younger miners. While the local party in the city and the mines did not collapse to the same extent as in the rest of the country, the implosion of the regime at national level allowed the demonstrators to seize control of the mines locally, set up anti-communist workers’ councils, and effectively organize a strike in support of the political demands of the
Revolution. Though they returned to work for three days in early November, believing the political demands of the Revolution to have been accomplished, the Soviet invasion provoked a protracted miners’ strike, which dragged on for a full two months, causing coal shortages that closed schools and undermined medical services into early 1957.  

The targeted use of repression was at least as central to breaking the strike in the coal fields, as was the promise of concessions. Yet, repression often proved to be counter-productive; in Tatabánya the local police were forced to concede that the operations of the reconstructed state security agencies throughout December had not only provoked open demonstrations, but had in fact bolstered support for the strike. Where local state security forces intervened to arrest the organizers of demonstrations and strikes it was forced to legitimate their actions. When in December, one attempt to arrest such organizers provoked an explosion of armed conflict in one of the city’s neighbourhoods, the party newspaper found it necessary to argue that the members of the new state security agencies were ordinary mineworkers dedicated to meet the demands of the “people” who “wanted to live in peace and quiet”. As the post-revolutionary regime was consolidated, it was forced to build on the fiction that no “honest” worker had anything to fear from repression; only groups of “counter-revolutionary” agitators. The myth, projected by the Kádár regime, of the events of late 1956 as a “counter-revolution”, in which anti-socialist agitators, “reactionaries” and “agents of imperialism” had stirred up discontent in order to overthrow socialism, had its local counterpart. In Tatabánya the overwhelmingly working-class character of the Revolution posed problems for the “revolutionary government of workers’ and peasants”. Therefore the local myth of the “counter-revolution”, underpinned by the most significant political trials, sought to attribute the events to the most anti-communist activists in the factories and more significantly to local professionals, who, despite holding key positions in the city’s revolutionary committee, were in reality either marginal or had been unable to control the consequences of the explosion of working-class anger.
While repression was far from successful as a tool for consolidating the regime, the wave of working-class anger was beaten back through other means. The fear, rather than the fact, of political retribution had encouraged many of those who joined the demonstrations in the city to leave Hungary outright. In Tatabánya’s Mine No. XI, at the end of January 1957, only 60 percent of those who had been employed there previous October continued to work there, some had left for other parts of the country, others had joined the flight from Hungary. Furthermore, forms of moral coercion deployed by the regime about the effects of shortages of coal, that were products of the miners’ strike, on schools, hospitals and the economy in general, proved highly effective in mobilizing those who remained. These were often backed by more naked forms of blackmail – in December 1956 the county party paper warned that “if there is no coal, then Tatabánya’s food provision will be in danger”. The failure of protest to remove the regime and intensifying economic hardship provided the central motivating factor for miners to go back to work. Yet breaking the strike alone did not translate into support for the regime; a sullen mood in the mines in early 1957 masked a climate of deep-seated, but silent anger, which occasionally broke through, carried in rumours of imminent strikes and protest.

The regime consolidated its authority in Tatabánya, and among the working class nationwide by following through promises of addressing directly the material grievances of workers. Most miners expected the re-imposition of socialist rule to lead directly to the return of despotic policies of plan-based mobilization in the workplace and those that had produced goods shortage and penury before the Revolution outside it. During the year following the Revolution the apparent openness of the party to working-class opinion in the city generated “surprise”. Measures like the large increases in wages, the initiation of a housing construction programme, and other welfare measures underpinned this at national level; while more locally unpopular systems of remuneration at the coalface were abolished, and certain benefits-in-kind were restored. Through such measures a year after the end of the strike, party officials were able to record, displaying some surprise,
a degree a cautious optimism; “it seems”, commented one, “that there is trust in the party and the government”. 14 This popularity was conditional and to some extent belied the fact that few accepted the official arguments about the nature of the Revolution, when questioned by propagandists about their attitudes to what had happened in 1956 while miners began referring to it by calling it the “counter-revolution”, they often slipped into describing it “a revolution”. Most took the stance that “you should give us an honest wage, I’m not bothered with the rest.” 15

The defeat of the Revolution and the consolidation of the Kádár regime in Tatabánya, as in other working-class communities across Hungary, presented an ambiguous picture of an event defeated through the highly selective, rather than the very widespread use of force. Moral and economic coercion played a larger role, upon which were laid substantial concessions in the workplace and the community. While this produced a degree of popularity and support for the Kádár regime by the end of 1957, this co-existed with profound awareness of its deeper illegitimacy, as a regime imposed through force-of-arms by the armies of a foreign power. This outcome points to the need to look at the 1956 Revolution in a new and different way. It was certainly not “the first domino”, which led irreversibly to the decay, decline and collapse of state socialism thirty-three years later as many have suggested. 16 While the revival of the memory of the 1956 Revolution played a fundamental role in the events of 1989 in Hungary, because of the way it symbolized the illegitimacy of the regime 17, in the short and medium-term it led to its consolidation; yet this consolidation occurred on the basis of a very different pattern of socialist governance to that which had characterised its rule during the early 1950s, and which drew lessons from the outbreak of the 1956 Revolution. 18 Given that the Kádár regime was a “post-1956” regime 19, it is not surprising that in its dynamic of construction, consolidation, decay and collapse it embodied many of the ambiguities that were visible during the outcome of the Revolution.

The paradoxical co-existence of the stability of the Kádár regime with
perceptions of its deeper political illegitimacy was enabled, in part, by
the fact that the Revolution and its outcome demonstrated definitively
to Hungary’s anti-communist majority that the country’s post-war
political order was not going to be dismantled either immediately, or
easily. The collapse of the country’s pre-war regime, German
occupation and then Soviet occupation at the end of the Second World
War, created a society that was deeply divided. Fear of communist
dictatorship among the conservative majority, and a parallel fear of the
right among the left-wing minority polarized Hungarian society during
the immediate post-war years, creating the social roots of eventual
dictatorship. On the political right, many believed in the inevitably of
conflict among the wartime allies, and that only an effective
demonstration of anti-Soviet sentiment in Hungary would bring
military intervention from Britain and the United States, in the interests
of “liberating” the territory from the clutches of the Red Army. During
preparations for the first post-war elections in autumn 1945 in
conservative regions like the north-western county of Győr-Moson
local opinion held that if the country “votes for the Smallholders’ Party
(the main party of the centre-right – M.P.) then the Soviets will leave
the country, if they vote for the Communists they’ll stay forever.”
With the creation of overt socialist dictatorship in the similarly
conservative south-west of the country, growing political control led
many to believe that the new socialist regime’s days were numbered, as
it would be removed as the result of an imminent war between the
superpowers. As the dictatorship intensified its politics of
confrontation and social transformation, especially through agricultural
collectivization campaigns in rural areas, the belief in imminent
western intervention to end socialist rule motivated explicit resistance.
In villages on the north-western border in August 1950, smallholders
refused to pay taxes or deliver foodstuffs to the authorities on the
grounds that “the English were coming”. These expectations of
deliverance through foreign intervention encouraged many to interpret
the aggressive propaganda of western radio stations and other
propaganda actions, such as the balloon campaigns, launched by
similar bodies, as a promise of “liberation”.
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In this context the defeat of the Revolution and its failure to spark foreign military intervention against the Soviets produced a feeling of hopelessness and a gradual acceptance of the relative permanence of socialist regime. Belief in the imminence of foreign intervention was conspicuous in anti-regime rumour during 1957 by its absence. The deep seated climate of resignation was expressed by an engineer in one Fejér county factory in March 1957; “only a third world war can help us, which will break out sooner or later; in the meantime it will be difficult, but afterwards the system will disappear.” While one immediate popular response to this “culture of defeat” among anti-communists was to retreat into the domestic sphere, into alcoholism or religiosity, it laid the foundations for the tacit acceptance of the reality of Kádárism by many of its opponents, particularly its rural and urban middle-class ones, and thus, their integration into the system during the 1960s. While the notion of the “culture of defeat” explains many of the paradoxes of the post-1956 period among those who always opposed Hungary’s post-war socialist order, as well as the behaviour of those left-wing intellectuals, who initially supported socialism, but turned to Imre Nagy and notions of a reformed socialism in the mid-1950s, it does not explain dominant working-class attitudes and patterns of behaviour. Hungary’s industrial workers were not homogeneous politically to be sure, but as the case of Tatabánya shows, their awareness of the illegitimacy of the Kádár regime, co-existed with an extraordinary popularity among many that was gained at a very early date. By 1958, the government’s popularity was clearly discernible among workers in a number of different sectors and geographical locations. This is especially surprising given the extensive participation of workers in the events of the Revolution. This, in turn, points to the need to consider the role of workers in the Revolution in greater depth, in order to explain their behaviour afterwards and thus tease out the nature of the relationship between the socialist state and working class in the Hungarian context.

Despite the speedy consolidation of the Kádár regime in working-class communities, the party leadership remained deeply shocked at the extent of worker participation in and support for the Revolution. In
early 1957 party officials commented with dismay that among the thousands who left the western county of Győr-Moson-Sopron for Austria, there were many “workers from traditional working-class families”. With the regime’s consolidation party officials underplayed the role and extent of working class discontent in the Revolution, arguing that the majority simply remained “passive” in the face of “counter-revolutionary” mobilization. This was because “the working class was primarily disappointed in the party leadership and did not see the party as the true representative of their class”. The notion of industrial workers as “passive” during the Revolution was, however, a myth, but so too was the party’s collective notion of what constituted the “working class”. In general terms, the party’s use of the term “working class” tended to subsume all wage workers into an imaginary and homogeneous entity, which universally shared the values of those of the skilled, urban, male elite of the workforce who had supported the labour movement pre-1948. This underpinned notions - prevalent in the discussions among leading party officials after 1956 - of the “working class” as a social body that would act as the bulwark of the regime. These were underpinned by a hegemonic discourse of the working class outside the party leadership that stressed the pre-eminence of the male, skilled elite and subordinated other more peripheral groups – this discourse of the working class had structured hierarchical relationships between workers in workplaces and communities since the end of the nineteenth century. It was embedded in the practice and common-sense of the labour movement, and came to represent a pattern of relationships and cultural practices that shaped the contours of working-class identity by the mid-twentieth century.

The industrial and labour policies of Hungary’s socialist regime after 1948, caused a fundamental breach between industrial workers and the “new” state. In the workplace the regime attacked the privileges of the skilled through the introduction of labour competition, new wage forms and different management structures. At the same time they expanded the workforce aiming to subvert the hierarchies of gender, generation and those based on distinctions between the urban and the rural. Their economic policies produced endemic income insecurity, widespread
penury and severe shortage, while they responded to the tensions these produced with repression. These policies caused the crumbling of working-class support for the regime during the early 1950s, but the patterns of relations in the workplace caused by the chaos produced by the state’s industrialization drive, allowed hierarchical relationships to reproduce themselves under new circumstances. Skilled workers, though profoundly alienated from the regime, continued to sit at the apex of modified hierarchical relationship in which greater numbers of working-class youth, women and those from rural areas were cast to a discontented periphery. 

Considerable working-class anger alone was insufficient to provoke widespread mobilization – between 1953 and 1956, the initiation of the “New Course” under the government of Imre Nagy, followed by ever more bitter struggles within the party, led to the fragmentation of the authority of the regime. These were met, in turn, by a greater expression of the considerable working-class discontent that persisted in Hungary’s factories, mines, and on its construction sites, that were never successfully alleviated by any of the protagonists in the struggle within the party. The onset of the revolutionary events in October 1956 was met with a social explosion in which many working-class Hungarians, particularly those young workers cast to the periphery, provided the most militant sections of the working-class crowds which drove forward the Revolution in the country’s towns and cities. Different groups within the working class, especially the skilled, the young and rural workers, participated in the Revolution in highly distinctive ways. The re-construction the regime’s authority was underpinned by different processes within different groups but, given the cultural power, employed by older, urban, skilled male workers within hegemonic discourses of the working class, it was the regime’s ability to repair its relations with this group that was fundamental to the consolidation of its authority.

The Politics of Gradual Collapse: From Reform to Rebellion, 1953-6
The spring and early summer of 1953 was a period of intense worker protest across East-Central Europe that demonstrated the tensions, which socialist rule had created. In May workers in the tobacco plant in Plovdiv in Bulgaria rioted as a result of unfavourable changes made to work norms. In Czechoslovakia a currency reform was introduced in the same month cutting into wages and eliminating savings, which resulted in generalised revolt in Plzeň. In the German Democratic Republic decisions to tighten work norms led to a wave of demonstrations and strikes on 17th June 1953 across the country. Whilst the events in the GDR did not lead to open mass protest in Hungary, they had an electrifying effect in workplaces. The notion that a population could express its discontent openly in a socialist state began, albeit slowly, to lift the lid on a well of discontent. Industrial workers in Budapest stated openly that "the Hungarian party can learn from the German party that it is not correct to apply pressure all the time through the norms". In a neighboring factory one party member called for the smallholders to be given back land that had been "donated" to agricultural co-operatives.

Against this background of growing social upheaval and under instruction from the Kremlin the Hungarian leadership modified their course. The country’s effective dictator, Mátyás Rákosi was forced to relinquish his position as Prime Minister, though not, crucially as secretary of the ruling party. His successor as head of government, Imre Nagy, launched a policy that suspended collectivization drives in rural areas and placed the problem of working-class material discontent at the centre of government action. The announcement of the “New Course” led to both the growing public expression of working-class discontent, and official attempts through the press to address the neglect of workers’ “legitimate concerns” by the authorities in workplaces across the country. More concretely it was met through a policy of concessions; the state moved to permit smallholders to leave agricultural co-operatives, fines and criminal penalties for work discipline infringements were revoked, an amnesty was granted to political prisoners, a higher priority was given to the implementation of protective legislation in the workplace, and wages were raised.
In terms of their impact on the working class “New Course” policies had two effects. On the one hand they failed to transform decisively the material conditions of industrial workers, except the skilled elites in some sectors. On the other, they strengthened many of the hierarchies that had reproduced themselves under the circumstances of the shortage economy of the early 1950s. This reinforcing of hierarchy was the product of the effects of different policies of different groups of workers, and these shaped the political attitudes of these groups towards Nagy’s reformist project. Among groups on the periphery of the workforce, Nagy’s project attained most popularity among anti-communist rural workers. This was not due, however, to the program’s effect on industry, but on agriculture, as many felt the “New Course” heralded an end to agricultural collectivization. Some had greeted its announcement by attempting to quit their jobs and return to agriculture; at Mosonmagyaróvár’s aluminum smelter the 250 workers, who owned land, tried to quit the moment of the program was announced. Their attempts were blocked by the plant director. Though this resulted in an explosion of discontent, only 100 departed illegally. As local party bodies and state authorities fought a rearguard action to prevent the dissolution of agricultural collectives and implemented more informal policies of administrative restriction against farmers, this illusion dissipated. Despite this, however, the post-1953 period was a relatively good one for many rural workers, especially for those who belonged to a household with a farm that could produce for the market, as the incomes of individual smallholders rose faster, albeit from a much lower base, than those of industrial workers. Though such workers had never accepted the legitimacy of the socialist regime, favorable policies towards agriculture did allow Nagy to win a degree of personal popularity in the rural milieux in which such workers lived. In one village in western Hungary Nagy’s relaxation of the collectivization drive was compared to “the liberation of the serfs in 1848”. Yet the rising incomes of some rural workers and continuing problems of food shortage in urban areas exacerbated the unpopularity of such workers, with many urban residents, especially in Budapest, who argued that the “New Course” was a “peasants’ policy” rather than a “workers’ policy”
The climate of the “New Course” reinforced the peripheral position of other groups within the workforce that had been generated by the reproduction of hierarchy within the working class during the early 1950s. This was especially the case with women, where Nagy’s arrival in office accompanied attempts to implement protective legislation in the workplace, which it reinforced. This tended not to protect women in unhealthy and low-paying jobs in traditionally feminized sectors, but instead acted to remove women from those traditionally regarded as male, and high-paying, where they had gained a toe-hold as a consequence of the affirmative action campaigns of the early 1950s. Working-class youth, including young skilled workers, remained in a relatively marginal position in workplaces across the country. Their peripheral positions and consequent low wages led to considerable discontent that in turn drove many of them to seek better paid employment in neighboring establishments. Placed in a peripheral position and deeply alienated, and often influenced by propaganda in western radio broadcasts many rejected the socialist system absolutely; in the Tatabánya mines one young miner urged a work-mate to “go to the West where at least you are valued for as long as you can work, here you are just treated like a dog to whom they occasionally throw a bone so you don't starve”.

The hardening of reproduced hierarchies in the workforce was driven, in part, because Nagy’s relaxation of despotic policies in the workplace had led to an intensification of informal bargaining that favored the older, male, skilled elite. Often sympathetic party members, union officials and lower-level managers had participated actively in opening the floodgates to a wave of bargaining in late 1953 that enshrined considerable informal control over remuneration by the skilled elite in everyday workplace practice. Often, despite state intentions and although they often complained about their “inadequacy”, the wage increases mandated by the Nagy government in late 1953 further boosted the position of experienced skilled workers. In some sectors,
especially coal mining the increases in skilled workers’ wages were substantial, as they were linked to a premium system, which ensured that when it was introduced in late 1953 face-workers’ wages increased by 22.3 percent in a two-month period, when production fell by 4 percent.  

Wage increases of this order generated a degree of satisfaction among miners, which went some way to defuse discontent.  

Yet, despite the reinforcement of their position within the workforce as a result of the policies of the Nagy government in the workplace, the skilled elite as a whole were far from satisfied – something that was in part a product of economic chaos during 1954, when shortages intensified and power-supply problems forced industry into short-time working during the winter months.  

Yet, it was also fed by a perception that in a climate that was relatively permissive to agriculture and to trade, urban workers were losing ground in income and prestige; a sentiment that led them to eventually welcome Nagy’s dismissal in 1955.  

It would take Imre Nagy’s fall, and the policies pursued after his removal, to persuade the skilled elite of his merits. The turn away from reform, fronted by Nagy’s successor, András Hegedűs, installed by Rákosi, who at the helm of the party had never accepted the “New Course”, was prompted by the continuing economic chaos that gripped the country during 1954 and early 1955, and aimed to return to policies of renewed socialist industrialization and collectivization. Young workers, whose peripheral position had been barely touched under Nagy, remained profoundly antagonistic to the regime. Rural workers were infuriated by the renewed collectivization drives in rural areas, although anti-rural sentiment remained strong among their urban colleagues.  

The skilled elite were confronted with the regime’s attempts to hold down the wage bill – their attempts to increase production norms in heavy industrial sectors and to limit the impact of the premium system in the coal mines, that had guaranteed higher wages provoked enormous opposition. This opposition was indeed greater in many factories than it had been to equivalent measures in the early 1950s – in some heavy engineering factories skilled workers were no longer frightened, and refused to work until the older, abolished
norms were re-instated. The tightening of the premium system in the mines provoked a storm of complaints often supported by local unions and party cells.

The pattern of reform, followed by clampdown, had antagonized most of the working class, and crucially its skilled elite. It also ensured that the experience of restrictive policies in 1955 created a popular hunger for further reform, in a context in which the authorities faced a workforce that would not be cowed as easily as it had been in the early 1950s. This provided an explosive social background for the crisis of the socialist regime during 1956. The year of upheaval began in February with Nikita Khruschev's denunciation of Stalin, the purges and the cult of personality to the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party. The speech had an electrifying effect in Hungary, as it weakened fatally the confidence of many working-class party members in the regime. When Khruschev's denunciation of Stalin was revealed to closed party meetings across the country, working-class Communists reacted with total incredulity. In Sztálinváros party members in the factories questioned the local leadership asking them: "Stalin led the party for thirty years, how can it be that his mistakes have been discovered now?" and "What is the current situation in Hungary with the cult of personality? Was Rajk wrong?", alongside more mundane questions: "I own a copy of Stalin's complete works and have read them all. What do I do with them now?" In Budapest's United Lighting and Electrics Factory the Khruschev speech soon became an open topic of conversation. Workers maintained that "the cult of personality was just as marked here (in Hungary) as in the Soviet Union, especially among the top leadership".

As the year progressed, the growing militancy of the debates in the Petőfi kör, the intellectual debating forum of the opposition to Rákosi, especially its debate on press freedom increased the boldness of workers, especially those among the skilled elite, in expressing their views – it also underlined growing support for major political change among all sections of the working class. In the United Lighting and Electrics Factory, workers argued openly that "the leadership is
destroying the national economy. The people no longer believe anything they say and they have no role anymore".  

The news of the riots in Poznań and the mounting political crisis in Poland contributed to the snowballing of politicized discontent among the skilled elite; for many "the riots broke out in Poznań not because of the enemy and foreign spies, but because twelve years after the end of the war living standards remained low".  

As Rákosi was removed as party leader and replaced by Ernő Gerő in July, the loss of regime control became more obvious as did the spread of open popular opposition. Workers complained not about Rákosi’s removal from power, but the method by which it was achieved, arguing that it demonstrated Hungary’s lack of national sovereignty. Furthermore there were growing signs of belief in the effectiveness of collective action; in the Ikarus bus plant it was argued that "under pressure from the masses the leadership has abolished the peace loans, if we exert even stronger pressure we will be able to force new measures to raise our living standards". The effect of the combination of a loss of confidence within the party in its ability to govern and rising discontent was enormous; by September there was "a real feeling of panic" among members of the apparatus in Budapest.  

By summer 1956, the crumbling of the regime was met with greater political assertiveness from among the working class, particularly its urban, skilled, male elite. They were often supported by some factory and union committees who joined their rebellion. This climate was fuelled by an obviously worsening economic situation. In Budapest’s Duclós Mining Machinery Factory in August 1956 the factory party committee issued a statement demanding that "the rights of the workers be secured" in disputes with management; that workers were right "to demand a just wage system" and that the overly "formal monthly production meetings" be replaced with true forums of factory democracy. More locally, within workplaces working-class anger was directed at the autocracy and arrogance of management, supported by the official functionaries of the party, union and youth organisation. In the Chinoin Pharmaceuticals Factory, skilled workers complained in spring 1956 that "the cult of personality manifests itself inside the
factory, particularly among the middle and upper level economic cadres. It has been common for workers not to criticize, or make suggestions just because they were scared of the management". Generalized rebellion among oil workers at the Lovászi Oil Drilling Plant in July 1956 was provoked by what workers saw as the “unjustified” payment of large plan fulfillment premiums to management, at a time when workers’ wages had fallen. Most complaints concerned low wages and social provision, the focus of their attack was on management. Károly Papp, the director of the plant, was attacked openly for promoting a "cult of personality" around himself, and using factory property to celebrate his birthday lavishly.

As part of this wave of criticism, the skilled demanded greater democracy in the factories. One fitter in the Duclós Mining Machinery Factory complained in August that "it is useless complaining to the party and factory committee because they can't do anything. What happens here is basically what the director says". He saw the only remedy as being "to give the trade union a greater role". By September the factory press began publishing similar complaints. One former trade unionist wrote in the paper of Budapest’s Danube Shoe Factory that "in the period following the liberation old, committed trade unionists were promoted to become managers. We should say clearly that later these comrades became detached from the workers, they became one sided and didn't speak up sufficiently for their interests ..... new people filled the trade union and the beginnings of the co-option, not the elections of the (new) leaders (of the unions) began ..... the union leaders regarded anyone who stood up for their interests as the enemy, and dealt with them in this manner". Yet as the mood for change in workplaces gathered pace, the regime was close to collapse. The growing thaw in relations with Yugoslavia, the re-burial of László Rajk on the 6th October, the retention of power by Gerő, discredited by his Stalinist past, and the lack of any clear leadership from the regime pushed the situation to crisis point. When the Revolution began on the 23rd October, with student demonstrations in Budapest, industrial workers would play more radical roles than they had done beforehand.
The Power of the Working-Class Crowd: October-November, 1956

In the prison camp attached to Mine No. XVIII in the geographically isolated, western Hungarian mining town of Oroszlány, many of the prisoners, who worked in the mines under sentence, concluded in mid-October that “they wouldn’t be shut inside for much longer”. As students prepared to demonstrate in Budapest to secure political change, at noon on 23rd October the prisoners attempted to overpower the guards at the mine entrance and break out. The factory guard was only able to restore order by firing on the prisoners, killing three. When three days later, the local Revolution was launched by a crowd of around 500 young workers, who marched through the town shouting “Work! Bread! Rákosi to the Gallows! (Munkát! Kenyeret, Rákosinak kötelet)”, they were motivated as much by solidarity with the prisoners as with demonstrators in Budapest. After the leaders of the demonstration delivered their demands to the local radio station, around 150 proceeded to Mine No. XVII where they freed the prisoners, after the guard refused to fire on the demonstrators.  

While much of the historiography of the revolution has tended to see revolutionary mobilization as being sparked by the events in Budapest on 23rd October, the opening of the archives and research into the “local revolutions” has qualified this Budapest-centered account, unveiling evidence of much unrest, just as in Oroszlány, that took place before or as the events in Budapest got underway. Student mobilization in provincial centers such as Debrecen, Miskolc and Szeged was marked, while the authorities were made aware of the simmering discontent and strained patience of industrial workers in their cities. Even where the explosion of Revolution occurred in response to the events in Budapest, as in many of the capital’s working-class suburbs, or in Tatabánya as was discussed above, the signs of political mobilization were present prior to the 23rd October, while local events themselves were driven by dynamics particular to their location.
The Revolution, right across the country, involved a rapid re-location of political power from the party and regime to the revolutionary crowd, which during the last week of October and the first days of November acted as the locus of political legitimacy. In cities across the country, the crowd, organized through initially peaceful demonstrations, assumed the role as the representative of the “will of the people”, demanding a change in the political order.  

Crowds played a central role in the “cleansing” of public space, through the deliberate and at times, almost theatrical removal of monuments and artifacts associated with either the Red Army or the socialist regime. The frequent incidents where representatives of either the army or state security services fired on initially non-violent crowds after 23rd October, both radicalized the revolution and underlined the illegitimacy of the regime. Such acts of violence against revolutionary crowds bolstered their claim to act in the name of the people as a whole. Furthermore, they could and frequently did confer their legitimacy on revolutionary organs set up during the Revolution, while they played a role in supervising the actions of other organs that displayed an ambiguous attitude towards the will of the revolutionary crowd.

Though the revolutionary crowd appeared as the unified embodiment of the will of the nation, the crowds were far from homogeneous either politically or socially. In many towns, like Zalaegerszeg, secondary school students and industrial workers provided the core of the demonstrations that ignited local revolutions, which attracted members of other occupational groups to join vocal demands for change. Workers played a central role in the demonstrations in urban centers right across the country, and often were over-represented among the dead and injured when crowds were fired upon; of those killed when the state security agencies fired on demonstrators in Mosonmagyaróvár on 26 October workers made up 65.15 percent. Workers were not the only people in the revolutionary crowds, though they played a crucial role in many, but the different groups within the workforce played very different roles either within the crowd; had very different relationships to the crowd; or, participated in crowds in different locations from many of their workmates. Working-class youth were the most radical
group in that they drove political change, and were most likely to participate in armed groups during the Revolution. The skilled were the most split politically and participated most actively in the struggles for control of the factories, while rural workers tended to return to spread the Revolution to their villages, and largely sought the reversal of agricultural collectivization.

The role of young workers in providing a group of militants who were prepared to drive forward the Revolution was fundamental. In Budapest, younger workers were frequently drawn to the initial demonstrations; played a central role in radicalizing those demonstrations, and then in spreading disturbances back to the industrial suburbs. One second-year industrial apprentice in the United Lighting and Electrics Factory, I.M., was working on 23 October when “I heard that there was a demonstration in Budapest in Stalin square”. Immediately catching the tram and trolleybus into central Pest he was forced to get off some way short of the square, because “the crowd was so big, that the trolleybuses stood in a jam and everyone went on foot.”

Often youth participation in the early stages of the Revolution resembled lower-level and less political forms of youth disorder in industrial communities. One group of young working-class males on hearing of demonstration determined to go to the hostel for local student nurses, and “take the girls off to the demonstration” in Budapest. Once they discovered that the director of hostel had locked the inhabitants in, they began to shout “Russians Go home, Rákosi to the gallows” until the police arrived.

Outside the capital, young workers played a central role in the first demonstrations in many communities. In Tatabánya, while striking local bus drivers provided the catalyst for the local revolution, they joined younger workers in seeking to transform their strike into an occupation of public space, as apprentices from the mining technical school and young miners from the workers’ hostels provided the core of initial demonstrations. The spontaneity of the demonstrations was demonstrated by the confusion of different slogans – some shouted the old, socialist slogan of “bread! work!”, while others sang the himnusz –
Hungary’s national anthem – as they marched. As the number of participants in the demonstrations increased, young workers took key roles in the “cleansing” of public space of monuments associated with either the Soviets or the socialist regime; in Nagykaniszsa, those who pulled down the Soviet war memorial in the town were led by a twenty-six year old worker, whose working life had been filled through a series of jobs in the mining and construction sectors. The activities of working-class youth extended not merely to violence against the symbols of the socialist regime, but they played a direct role in violence against those they perceived to be representatives of the regime. They frequently acted as the “agents” of the revolutionary crowd in carrying out demands for removing Communists from the head of public institutions. In Újpest’s Danube Shoe Factory, the belief of the crowd that “the workers’ council was in the hands of the Communist director”, led to four armed young workers, led by the son of one factory employee, deciding they would storm the factory and “arrest” the director, as part of a process through which the workers’ council would be purged.

The issue of violence raises the question of the process by which working-class youths within demonstrations armed themselves and formed themselves into armed groups. The boundaries between these armed groups of young workers and the informally-organized “national guards”, that nominally served local revolutionary committees answerable to the crowd was a fluid one. In Tatabánya, a small section of the official demonstration successfully laid siege to the local police station freeing prisoners and gaining access to weapons. These were supplemented by those given to them after laying siege to a local army barracks. While some of the radical, armed demonstrations went to join the “fight” in the capital, a core of around thirty remained to form a “national guard” detachment, to guarantee the local revolution. In Budapest, where peaceful demonstrations were fired upon, and with the subsequent intervention of Soviet troops, young workers who had joined the demonstrations moved to arm themselves, by demanding the weapons that were stored in factories for civil defense purposes. During the early hours of 24th October, young workers joined other
demonstrators in raiding factories for weapons – not all were undefended; in some, remembered one young worker “the porter on the door was already armed with a machine gun”. In some factories, armed bands made up of young workers, and factory security guards engaged in gun battles at factory gates; in some cases, workers reporting for the morning shift were caught and injured in the cross-fire, though in the vast majority of cases the authorities were able to repel these attacks.

The attempts of the authorities to retain control over both factories, and more broadly, working-class communities foundered on the breadth of support among workers for the overthrow of the regime; even though many workers were less radical than their younger workmates. In factories in Budapest suburbs like Újpest, the student demonstrations provoked considerable sympathy among workers on 23rd October; in one meeting in the Chinoin Pharmaceuticals Factory “a university student spoke and read out their demands expressed as a series of points …. some of the points were met with enthusiastic applause”. On the morning of the same day the “sixteen points” – the demands of the Budapest student demonstrators - were circulated among the workers of the neighboring United Lighting and Electrics factory, where they had “a considerable impact”. In the Chinoin the mood had only been defused by the director urging workers to “await the view of the party of the demonstration”. The denunciation of the demonstrators as “counter-revolutionaries” by Ernő Gerő in his radio broadcast, the consequent demonstrations in front of the headquarters of national radio and the firing on crowds by the state security services there, followed by the news of the intervention of Red Army troops overnight turned the mood in the capital’s industrial suburbs into one of fury. In the United Lighting and Electrics factory the following morning two-thirds of the workers arrived at work, but during the morning the skilled workers in the tool workshop and in the vacuum plant stopped work to organize a mass meeting of all workers that launched the strike and decided to remove the red star from above the factory gate. With the spread of the strike a large number of workers took to the streets to demand political change; over the course of the
morning there “were many people in front of the State Department store, and leaflets were distributed from a black car. They shouted and told me that we were all on strike”. 96 The crowd destroyed the Soviet war memorial; its more radical wing turned on the local police station, yet a majority remained at the site of the war memorial and as a result of local activists addressing the crowd they chose a body of people to represent them and thus take over public administration. Thus the crowd delegated a local “revolutionary committee” through chaotic acclamation, rather than election as such. 97

The dynamic of a strike in support of the Revolution, providing the spark for the creation of the working-class crowd through demonstrations was one which was replicated in other industrial areas across the country. In Nagykanizsa, the work stoppage began in the Transdanubian Oil Mining Machinery Factory where strikers called for support “for Budapest University students”, on the “Russians to go home”, “the introduction of a multi-party system”, “the removal of Communist leaders and managers”, “withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact” and “the removal of the Gerő government”. 98 Joined by workers from other workplaces and carrying national flags the demonstrators removed the emblems of the peoples’ republic from public buildings as they passed, converging on and demolishing the town’s Soviet war memorial. 99 The “election” of revolutionary organs was conducted under the same kind of chaotic circumstances as with the revolutionary committee in Újpest; though the election of the revolutionary organ in Tatabánya was to be conducted by a meeting of representatives of the city’s factories and mines, it was chosen in confused circumstances and effectively drew its legitimacy from the fact that it represented the crowd that had assembled in the city the previous day. 100

The confusion in which revolutionary organs were created to oversee local public administration, and their problematic role given that their legitimacy was located in the revolutionary crowd, was replicated inside enterprises. As many striking workers left to take to the streets; new organs inside workplaces – the workers’ councils – were created. Their ambiguous position was not only generated, as the example of
the machine plant of Tatabánya’s Coal Mining Trust shows, by the chaos in which they were created, but also by the fact that they could be used by local Communist cells as part of an attempt to maintain control of their enterprises. The election in this plant took a disorganized form: “they shouted out names, and the workers replied whether they agreed to their election or not. The first to be elected was L.I., the party secretary, then me, then F., and then the others”. 101 The first workers’ council in an enterprise, that of Újpest’s United Lighting and Electrics Factory, was organized by the factory party committee, precisely with the intention of ensuring that “trustworthy people would be elected”. This attempt was unsuccessful. 102 Before revolution convulsed the whole country, the creation of workers’ councils had been endorsed as a strategy by both the party and the official trade unions as means of controlling the economy in the circumstances of outright revolution. 103 In the Gheorgiu-Dej Shipyards the plant’s party organization used its workers’ council as cover to prevent local revolutionary activists empowered by the territorial revolutionary committee from gaining access to the site. 104

Even among the workers’ councils where the party’s attempts to influence the elections had foundered, and a coalition of skilled workers and engineers was able to take control, the councils were less radical than those elected on the streets – at least until the very end of October. In the forty-eight hours that followed the election of the United Electrics Workers’ Council, it re-made the institutions of the factory. The factory's managing director and one production director were removed; the managing director was replaced with the president of the worker's council. It announced that it saw itself as provisional, existing only until full elections could be held. It abolished the Personnel Department which under Rákosi had been used as the representative of both the party and the secret police within the management of the factory. It further announced that the strike would be maintained and full wages would be paid, whilst low paid workers would be given a 15% wage rise and other workers 10%. It began the process moreover of more fundamental reforms to factory administration, beginning administrative de-centralisation and the
elimination of bureaucracy, an overhaul of the payment-by-results wage system in the factory, and called for the establishment of a 71 member general workers’ council and for the creation of shop workers’ councils under it. The skilled worker majority whose thinking dominated the changes instituted by the workers’ councils made their philosophy and distrust of centralization clear at a meeting of all the councils in Újpest on 29th October; "the mistakes of recent years show that we have to build from below, we have to solve problems using our own strength". Yet, they also underlined their distrust of the radicalism of bodies like the territorial revolutionary committee in Újpest that drew their legitimacy from the crowd; “it seems that the power that has been paid in the blood of our young people is falling into the hands of different, fractious elements”.

The skilled elite that dominated the early workers’ councils built on the calls for factory democracy that preceded the Revolution, forcing radical transformation of structures of management and working conditions. But politically they tended to be more moderate than much of the crowd; in the words of the newspaper of the workers’ council of the Ganz Wagon and Machine Factory “with the help of Imre Nagy, we have already been able to start out on a road that will bring about the realization of our other demands …. But …. we aren’t going to demand the immediate implementation of demands for which time is needed”. This stance, coupled with the knowledge that many Communists continued to participate in workers’ councils, brought them into conflict with the revolutionary crowd and its delegated representatives. Distrust could deteriorate into conflict; on 29th October an incorrect statement on national radio that 1,500 workers reported for work at the United Lighting and Electrics provoked demonstrations against the workers’ council, whom they accused of sabotaging the Revolution, despite the fact that the workers’ council stated clearly that it “will not re-start work, until Soviet troops leave the country”. The failure to pay wages to strikers at the neighboring Duciós Mining Machinery plant provoked similar demonstrations at the factory gates, provoking complaints from the more radical workers in the crowd that this was because there were many “who did not represent the workers’
interests” on the workers’ council, leading to demands it be purged of Communists. 110 The growing radicalization of the crowd, and the consolidation of the authority of territorial revolutionary committees, restricted the room for maneuver of many of the workers’ councils, especially those which were more weakly led. In Újpest, largely against the will of many of the workers’ councils, especially that of the United Lighting and Electrics, the local revolutionary committee decided that all the districts’ workers’ councils were “provisional”, and that “persons who had been functionaries could not be elected”. 111

In many of the workers’ councils the removal of former Communist functionaries provoked a marked radicalization of their policies. In the Chinoin Pharmaceuticals Plant, the Újpest revolutionary committee succeeded in re-constituting the workers’ council. The Revolution inside the factory was instantly radicalized, moving further politically than earlier workers’ councils, by banning Communists from organizing but allowing the newly re-founded Smallholders’ Party to set up a work-based cell, and forcing the director to resign after he refused to renounce Communism. 112 Workers’ councils set up at the end of October, and which were constituted in workplaces where the influence of skilled workers and a labor movement tradition was weaker tended to be more radical from their foundation. At the Nagylengyel Oil Drilling Plant, a workplace that was relatively new and located in a rural area, the formation of the workers’ council took a very different direction to that in Budapest. On 28th October, the local official union organization attempted to call workers together to elect a workers’ council – when the head of factory-level union began his speech by addressing the assembled workers as “Comrades!”, he was shouted down by workers who responded with “your time is up!” An anti-communist workers’ council was elected as a result of the meeting, whose president proclaimed that “the time of the Stalinists is over; we have to wipe them out”. The mass meeting sacked most of the management, and crucially those responsible for setting norms. 113

While the democratic socialist vision of the urban, skilled elite that was implicit in the early workers’ councils was eclipsed by the growing
radicalism of crowds, and was largely absent in workplaces in which this group was less well-represented, worker-peasants focused rather on joining a rural revolution directed against agricultural collectivization. Among Komló’s miners there were many who “regularly went home for the weekend. So when the real Revolution came and the work was stopped, most of the people went home and did not return to Komló for several weeks.” While long-distance commuters melted away returning to their home villages, in areas where there was substantial commuting from villages to industrial establishments on a daily basis, the Revolution in urban, working-class communities ignited Revolution in rural areas. In the village of Várgesztes, on the fringes of the Tata coalfield, all but 6 of the 97 households had members working outside agriculture in 1956, virtually all in mining. News of revolutionary events in neighbouring Oroszlány fed growing anger in the village that, in turn led to the overthrow of the local council, and its replacement by a national committee elected by the crowd. In rural areas, the largest local industrial enterprise and its worker-peasant workforce played a crucial role in spreading revolution to the villages. In Bázakerretye after demonstrators destroyed the Soviet war memorial, worker-peasants commandeered the trucks owned by the local oil drilling plant and used it to spread the revolution to their home villages, where they proclaimed that “there has already been a demonstration in Bázakerretye, it is time to burn the portraits of Stalin and Rákosi, and all red flags too”.

In rural communities dominated by worker-peasants, issues of agricultural land ownership figured prominently, together with demands for Soviet withdrawal and anti-communism. Worker-peasants were as likely to join the anti-collectivization revolt as were other village dwellers; in the mining village of Vértesszöllős, next to Tatabánya, demonstrators demanded the break-up of the local collective farm and the return of land to its previous owners. In Döme köld, in the far south-west, the degree to which anger, even among rural dwellers with jobs in industry or mining was directed against those responsible for implementing the regime’s agrarian policies was underlined. The first acts of the worker-peasant
revolutionaries were to break into the offices of the village council and burn the paperwork connected with the local collective and the taxation of local farmers. In nearby Becsehely, worker-peasants joined with individual landholders, in demonstrations against the local collective farm, demanding its dissolution and the distribution of its property, though failed to achieve their goal in the face of resistance from the members of the collective.

The Fragmentation of Resistance and the Dynamics of Post-Revolutionary Consolidation, November 1956-June 1958

During his trial for “participation in a movement that aimed at the overthrow of the peoples’ democratic order” in September 1957, Imre Kovács, who had led the anti-communist workers’ council in the Tatabánya Mining Enterprise machine plant during the strike that followed Soviet intervention in November 1956, defended himself in part by denying his anti-Soviet stance. Yet, he also did so, by arguing that the demands of revolutionary bodies in Tatabánya that he had supported had “been largely met by the Kádár government” since the Revolution. In making this rather strange defence, Kovács put his finger on the split opinion of many urban, and especially skilled workers of the government that the Red Army had brought to power; they felt, on the one hand, that many of their material aspirations were met, though they still continued to be fearful and mistrustful of the regime that ruled them. In the Domestic Worsted Mill in the capital, most workers in June 1958 spoke of the poor economic situation “before 1956”, and the better one “after 1956”, arguing that “the counter-revolution played a definite role in the improvement of the situation”. The deep-seated distrust of the regime, and perceptions of its illegitimacy were revealed in the working-class reactions to the execution of Imre Nagy in the same month. In the Csepel Works, many compared it openly to the show trial conducted against László Rajk in 1949 and wondered how long it would take the party to “re-habilitate” him. Others argued that “Imre Nagy died a freedom-fighter”, while some maintained that “had the trial not been held in secret, then Imre Nagy’s supporters would have hindered his execution”.
Yet this split opinion did not emerge overnight with Soviet intervention, nor was it shared by all workers, but emerged slowly over the course of the eighteen months that followed the arrival of Soviet tanks in many industrial communities in the days following their attack on Budapest on 4th November 1956. Their overthrow of Imre Nagy and attempt to replace him with Kádár was initially met with the same kind of explosion of working-class anger that had ignited the Revolution twelve days before. In Tatabánya’s new town, remembered one local journalist, “there was a large telegraph pole with a loudspeaker, which carried the news from the miners’ radio; one evening – Wednesday 7th November – they announced that the city’s Soviet commander was speaking to the city’s population. The crowd, with their bare hands, brought down the pole, broke it completely, and smashed up the loudspeaker when it crashed to the ground”. One other local miner spoke of the “blind rage” which greeted Soviet intervention and fuelled the strike. “Everyone was stunned that their independence, their neutrality was over”, he remembered, “the people were most happy about neutrality …. There was Austria as an example, because they were neutral. The Russians went, they became neutral, and their living standards just went up …. Because of that neutrality was very important”.

The motivations of working-class crowds were complex, but behind the political demands lay deep seated fury at the material poverty experienced by many workers under Rákosi. The role of penury in fuelling political protest presented the regime with both a problem and an opportunity. It offered the difficulty that without addressing material grievances successfully it would be unable to consolidate its authority; but it offered them a possibility, that if they succeeded in offering material improvement, combined with selective repression, they could encourage enough of the working class to forget their political demands and aspirations and accommodate to the situation. Yet, workers were also far from united about the extent to which they accommodated to the new regime, or, indeed, resisted it.
Armed resistance on the streets, in which working-class youth were over-represented was effectively smashed within days of the Soviet intervention. The armed guerrilla groups in the capital continued to resist before they were overwhelmed by superior Soviet firepower on the 8th November. In Csepel armed resistance lasted for a further three days, falling to the Soviets on the 11th November. It is very difficult to estimate the total casualties of the street fighting; official statistics that almost certainly underestimate the number of casualties give an indication. They show that in Budapest some 16,700 were injured and 2,502 were killed. Of those killed, a majority were under thirty and were industrial workers. In the provinces resistance was more sporadic; in Tatabánya news of the Soviet intervention was greeted with anger, though many believed that armed resistance would be futile and the revolutionary bodies resisted calls to arm angry youths with petrol bombs to stop the advance into the town. In Sztálinváros this was not the case; as news of the Soviet intervention spread "at least 80 percent of the male residents" prepared to fight Soviet tanks with petrol bombs. Aware of the preparations being made, the Soviets held back until the 7th November attacking the town initially by air and then by land. In the ensuing battle eight were killed and thirty-five wounded before the town was overrun.

In the factories the immediate reaction to the news of the Soviet intervention was one of furious shock. The result was an immediate and solid strike against the new government and its Soviet patrons. In the capital this strike remained solid for up to a week. In the United Lighting and Electrics Factory, the moderate workers’ council backed the strike, not allowing workers into the factory until the 12th November. Even then due to reduced electricity supplies work was unable to start, while the workforce remained deeply distrustful and fearful. More generally in Újpest "a mood behind the strike" remained, while the radical territorial Revolutionary Committee struggled to master a situation over which, following the Soviet intervention, they had no real control. With the drift back to work they attempted to seize the initiative. Renaming themselves the Újpest Revolutionary Workers’ Council, they threw down a challenge to the
Kádár government. Proclaiming that “every worker in Budapest wants to see order in the capital. Of course we do not wish to see any sort of order, but revolutionary order, one which is based on the realization of the demands of the Revolution”. In order to achieve this aim they invited representatives of all factories in the capital to Újpest’s town hall, in order to found a Budapest workers’ council.  

In response to the move the Kádár government and its Soviet allies adopted a two track strategy. It issued a decree allowing the workers to elect legal Workers’ Councils within three weeks of returning to work. At the same time they attempted to prevent the Újpest meeting taking place. Soviet tanks surrounded the town hall and the members of the Újpest Revolutionary Workers’ Council were arrested. The meeting was postponed and held the next day under the auspices of the more moderate United Lighting and Electrics Workers’ Council, which established the Budapest Central Workers’ Council. The new council was split between relative moderates, who argued for a political compromise with the Kádár regime, and members of anti-communist workers’ councils who demanded that the Soviet-imposed government not be recognized. The workers’ representatives were much more militant, and it was only one of them, Sándor Báli from the Workers’ Council of the Standard factory who gave the new body a clear strategy; to refrain from recognising the Kádár government but to negotiate with it. The new council called for the introduction of a multi-party system, the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary and greater democracy in the Hungarian workplace. It negotiated with the government, though relations between the Workers’ Council and the state were tense and by the beginning of December agreement seemed to be highly unlikely. Furthermore, it continued to be dogged by splits between moderates and radical anti-communists over both strategy and tactics.  

At the same time that it became clear there was no basis for agreement between the council and the government, the body was becoming a de-facto national workers’ council, and thus a focus of opposition to the Kádár government. Taking these factors into consideration Kádár
shifted from a policy of negotiation to one of repression. On 5th December some two hundred activists in the workers' council movement and the former intellectual opposition were arrested. This and the active prevention of plans to call a meeting to found a National Workers' Council and growing government intransigence led to a serious stand-off between the Budapest Central Workers' Council and the state. The Council called for a two day general strike on the 11th and 12th December and was immediately outlawed. Its members were gradually arrested over the next few days and by the morning of the 11th with the arrest of the two leaders of the council, Sándor Rácz and Sándor Báli, the government succeeded in effectively eliminating its most dangerous adversary. Following the removal of the Greater Budapest Central Workers' Council state policy moved to one of explicit repression. Fear of retribution created a situation in which factory-level workers’ councils refused to heed the strike call on 11th December, though much of the workforce did. Arrests of workers' council members continued throughout December. On the 13th December the government banned strikes and demonstrations, a position that was to be strengthened in January 1957 when the government decreed that striking or incitement to strike be made a capital offence.

Yet Kádár’s turn to repression was informed by a knowledge that by early December industrial workers were becoming ever more weary of strike action, in part because they came to see the eventual victory of Kádár as inevitable, but largely because of the effect of the collapsing economy on their incomes and the food supply situation. The Budapest party committee noted that “in the first half of November at a decision of the Workers' Council without any sign of resistance the factories would stop” yet “by the second half of November they (the Workers' Councils) tried to find better justifications for work stoppages: wage demands, solidarity, strike” yet even at this stage “the desire to work is growing”. On the first day of the forty-eight hour general strike – the 11th December – in Újpest in most of the factories no work was done. In the Magyar Pamutipar cotton factory, however, work began as normal on the morning shift and only when the news of the arrests of
the leaders of the Greater Budapest Central Workers' Council arrived, did workers walk out. Despite this on the 13th the Workers' Council in the plant vowed that it would re-start production and take greater care over the maintenance of work discipline. By this point, however, it was not merely a recognition of the defeat of the Revolution or growing fear of police retribution that was deterring workers from resorting to the strike weapon, but the growing fear of unemployment given the crisis ridden state of the economy and the lack of strike pay. 142

Despite the gradual breaking of the strike, and the elimination of revolutionary organs in cities and villages alike, the situation in industrial communities remained tense well into 1957. Many younger workers had fled the country, while worker-peasants remained in their villages for months afterwards. Among urban and skilled workers a culture of protest simmered. During the early part of the year anti-regime leaflets were still being circulated throughout the United Lighting and Electrics. One leaflet stated that "Kádár still keeps the Rákosite Antal Apró, out with the swindler Márosan, bring Imre Nagy into the government, out with the Soviet Army, declare Hungarian neutrality, why is the Kádár government scared of arming the peasants and workers? Perhaps they are fascists". 143 On the national holiday of 15th March anti-government leaflets circulated in the Stalin Steel Works. 144 On the first anniversary of the outbreak of the Revolution, 23rd October 1957, rumors - "they are striking in Csepel", or "in Újpest there were demonstrations" - were widespread. 145 In the United Lighting and Electrics some of the workers engaged in a deliberate act of sabotage to commemorate the Revolution by destroying the electrical box that supplied power to light the red star on the front of the building, thus ensuring that during the week following the 23rd October it did not light up. 146

Yet, during the first half of 1957, what was marked, was the way in which even urban workers underlined their distrust of the government, through support for cultural practices and institutions associated with anti-communism, even though they had not done so in the Rákosi years. One of the concrete manifestations of this was the growth of 31
popular religious observance following the suppression of the Revolution. In the capital in 1957 the population was considerably more assertive about its perceived right to celebrate Christmas than it had been in previous years. For midnight mass and for the Christmas day services the churches in many "working class" districts of the capital were full, according to one party official "there hasn't been such attendance (at church) for years". In contrast to the pre-Revolution years when church congregations in the capital had been made up of elderly women, during Christmas 1957 in one industrial district 25 to 30 percent of the congregations were aged between 18 and 20. In another similar district some 60% of those attending the Christmas morning service were male manual workers. During 1958 it was noticed that a significant minority of manual workers in one district spent ten minutes in their local church before and after work each day. Furthermore in schools in the same districts some the parents of 38% of children from worker households opted for religious education.

This was combined with a retreat from the public realm entirely, which was especially marked among the young, and among worker-peasants. Alienation from official political activity could be seen among younger workers who tended to develop more individualistic and exclusively material aspirations. One young female commuter who worked in the Zalaegerszeg Clothing Factory illustrated the attitudes of this group. She was described as "exhibiting passivity" as far as political questions were concerned, and refused to participate in any political organization established in the factory, and her sole ambition was reported to be becoming a skilled worker. These attitudes fed through to the newer skilled workers; another party brigade that spoke to three newly trained skilled workers in 1958 found them uninterested and uninformed about politics at all. In many cases interest in things material was strong. Furthermore one other symptom of withdrawal from the public realm after 1956 that was particularly pronounced among male workers was the increase in the already high number of alcoholics and in alcohol related domestic violence as a consequence. It was in a climate dominated by withdrawal and distrust of the government, that the Kádár government offered tangible material
improvements – improvements that met working-class hunger for better economic circumstances for their own households; something which had lain behind the anger that stimulated working-class mobilization during the Revolution. By the end of 1957 as a result of wage increases the average income of a working family in Budapest was 18 percent higher than it had been a year previously. In Újpest in 1958 there was much greater satisfaction with wage rates than there had been several years earlier, though workers felt that not all problems with wages had been solved. In the Zalaegerszeg Clothing Factory Kádár’s policies had a similar effect; in 1952 the average wage of workers in the factory had stood at 703 Forints per month, by 1957 the average wage level had risen to 1,147 Forints per month. The problems of the wage system for the workers on the production line changed little. Though the intensity of work was reduced, and the situation with raw material provision improved, as wages were raised many of the problems of the wage systems remained. The visible improvements in living standards had led to the development of a degree of trust between the government and industrial workers by early 1958 in Budapest, as in other working-class areas.

It would be a mistake to overestimate this degree of trust, however. The memory of the 1956 Revolution was never far below the surface in 1958. Many workers attributed their improved financial situation as due in a large part to the 1956 Revolution. Workers, furthermore, remained to some extent distrustful and were uncertain as to what extent the increases in living standards were a kind of temporary phase before the wage increases were withdrawn and the state reverted to Stalinism. In Újpest “the influence of old, bad experiences still has a big impact on people, fluctuations in earnings, even the slightest falls in wages that are pretty frequent cause disquiet, discontent and distrust among the workers”. The reconstruction of socialism after 1956 and its limits in Hungary’s industrial communities bore the imprint of both socialism’s decay and its outright collapse in those areas before and during the 1956 Revolution. Though in the short and medium-term this reconstruction paved the way for the consolidation of socialist rule in Hungary, its ambiguous nature would come back to haunt the regime.
during its eventual and final collapse in the 1980s.
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